Rock Star Reviews
Welcome to Groove House
“Dave Meniketti has been a dear friend, a great guitarist, and a
great vocalist. We have grown up in different bands together. Who
else knows the inside scoop better than Jill Meniketti, his longtime
wife and manager?”
—Sammy Hagar
“Welcome to Groove House is a great rock ’n’ roll read, clearly
written by someone who knows and has lived the genre and its
music. With so many rock-based autobiographies out there these
days, it was fun to get lost in the fictional world of Mike Mays and
company. A must read for any rock fan who loves a great story.”
—Eddie Trunk (SiriusXM Radio / VH1 Classic TV host)
“This story rings true to ‘all in the name of rock ’n’ roll,’ in a selfinflicted crash and burn lifestyle. It’s never too late to redeem yourself. This is a movie waiting
to happen.”
—Troy Luccketta (Tesla)
“I’ve always thought if you’re going to write a book about rock ’n’ roll, it should be written by
someone who has lived the life. Being that Jill Meniketti is the longtime wife of the legendary
guitarist and singer of Y&T, Dave Meniketti, the characters in this book seem to come from real
life experiences—the good, bad, and sometimes tragic side of rock, as well as a story of
redemption. A good read for those who love all things rock ’n’ roll.”
—Don Dokken (Dokken)
“Jill has written a fictitious but uncanny portrait of the life of a rock star, the carnival of lost
souls and innocent bystanders that come with it. I felt like I was looking into a mirror . . . yikes!
Not only will you be bashing out the A chords, you’ll be taking a look behind the rock ’n’ roll
fantasy curtain, wallowing through the blood, sweat, beer, and bullshit backstage, and into a
heaping helping of R&R reality. But you’ve gotta love the ride!”
—Eric Martin (MR. BIG)
“This book ROCKS! I loved it! It’s a totally cool journey through a rocker’s world that most
people don’t get to experience until now. It’s a blast!”
—Stef Burns (Alice Cooper, Huey Lewis & the News, Vasco Rossi)
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